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Big Data and privacy: why organizations adopt Big Data
You can only find truth with logic if you have already found truth without it.
– G. K. Chesterton (1905)

Introduction
Governments collect data with three general ends in mind: to deliver, to delve,
and finally, to decide. The first of those processes is prosaic and often transactional.
To provide citizens with services, benefits and tangible goods, government agencies
frequently need information from individuals to determine what precisely is required and
if they are eligible.1 Accounting for programs and spending is important, as are due
diligence and effective reporting. And each of those components is founded upon
highly reliable, reviewable, structured data about where the data comes from
(programmatically) and where it goes (individually).
The second role data plays – allowing governments to delve into and understand
issues or scenarios that fall within its jurisdiction (as well as mapping out those which do
not) – is equally fundamental.2 As a result, particularly in the digital era, governments
often err on the side of wider collection unless explicitly prohibited, availing themselves
of new data sources even prior to having distinct questions they wish to answer or
specific problems to solve. In this way, many organizations amass information as a
form of insurance, just in case they should be tasked by the government of the day (or
of tomorrow) to delve into some as yet uncircumscribed concern.
The third rationale for collection, arguably the ultimate impetus driving
accumulation of data by government, is decision-making.3 All forms and levels of
government seek information to be (or at minimum to seem) decisive.4 How public
authorities collect, store, examine, leverage and share data5 is a matter as current as
today’s headlines (e.g. what will the new government do about Bill C-51) and as old as
government institutions themselves.6
The attraction of large-scale data collection by large public organizations then, is
decidedly not new. Attempts to be universal and enumerative – in other words to go
“Big” with data-collection is not new. Willingness to store and leverage data collected
for all matters of state – not new.7 So what is new about Big Data, and why do public
sector organizations show such sustained interest?
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Data’s First and Second Waves
Politics, administration, justice have lost inaccessibility and secrecy in
precisely the degree in which the individual has gained possibility of more
complete privacy.” – Georg Simmel (1906)

Meg Leta Ambrose, in a recent paper, neatly summarizes the recent prehistory of
Big Data, mapping out the 19th c. rise of statistical reform movements across Europe.8
To quickly recount, in the early 1800s, elites were confronted by a wave of urban crime,
disease, poverty, unemployment, mental illness and unrest as industrialization spread
and cities grew. Public institutions were caught hopelessly unprepared but social
quantification and statistical analysis offered a kind of solution. Bureaus of statistics,
scientific census methodology, modern economics and sociology all emerged around
this time as tools to generate knowledge and direct reform.
The appeal of minutely surveying the state of the masses back then – the advent
of bulk collection in its own right – is echoed in the appeals we hear now.9 Systematic
interrogation of widely collected data on criminality, industrial output, health factors,
migration, employment and productivity would permit establishment of standards,
enable feedback analysis to better control problem areas, produce more objective
discussion and rigorous solutions, generate new knowledge and minimize exclusion (by
requiring universal enumeration). Taylorism, actuarial science, cybernetics, traffic
analysis, data mining, predictive analytics – each is another layer of technique that can
be traced back to that Victorian-era push for data and the belief that it could help
determine the best course of government intervention.10
No matter the scope of government’s ambition for social reform in that era, there
were always physical limits and analytical thresholds so long as paper records,
segmented files and human minds remained the conduits and containers of information.
The introduction of mechanization and automation into the data-processing effort – first
mechanical tabulation, then calculation, then computation – set the stage for the first
incarnations of techniques we would now associate with Big Data. Once reliable digital
storage was developed – eliminating the limitations imposed by reference to paper
records – the electronic database soon followed, the notion of metadata analysis, the
spreadsheet … preprogrammed formulas allowed for automated calculus, algorithms
could be applied and amended in real-time, distributions, trend analysis and pattern
recognition produced almost instantly.11
Besides the application of such Big Data theory, the last piece to fall into place
came as computerization spread from cloistered centres and headquarters to every
corner of government. From junior clerk to senior Minister, every individual working in
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the public sector is given over to the collection, input, examination, sharing and
response to data. From a democratizing perspective, this is arguably a positive
development.12 Yet as a consequence, it is hard to imagine now how many public
institutions would function at any level without their information systems, data platforms
and electronic devices. For all alternatives to these channels in most quarters are
simply gone, for better or worse.13
Data in seclusion, systems that forget
If we use, to achieve our purposes, a mechanical agency with whose
operation we cannot efficiently interfere once we have started it, because the
action is so fast and irrevocable that we have not the data to intervene before the
action is complete, then we have better be quite sure that the purpose put into
the machine is the purpose which we really desire and not a colorful imitation of
it. – Norbert Wiener (1960)

Having strayed from the original query – what is the appeal of Big Data for
government – we should here return from another vantage. Classic theory of
bureaucracy – via Weber, Simmel and others – give us some fairly clear points on why
public authorities collect, protect, and in some essential ways, hoard information.14 The
obvious benefit is that data gives the officials within these organizations power: power
over their own direction, influence over their future expansion, and leverage over
institutional competitors.15
All these factors resound today as clearly as when Weber listed them almost a
century ago.16 In that vein, the pitch of Big Data to any information-intensive, selfprotective, publicly-funded body is evident: we can help you do more with all the
information you already have and do better what you already do. But there are less
obvious realties inside government organizations that deserve discussion in connection
with the appeal of digitization, data analytics and information-leverage.
One fact not readily discussed is many government agencies can be poor
custodians of institutional knowledge or corporate memory.17 And because of this,
either through design or distraction, despite the vast sums of information they collect
and store (or perhaps because of that methodology), public officials can often be seen
in the media, before the legislature, or even in court quite unaware of what data exactly
their organizations collect, for what precise purpose, or what practical guidance can be
derived from such records.18
That is until some crisis or inquiry leads them to unearth the evidence they had
all along but ignored, overlooked, misfiled, didn’t translate properly, failed to share …
and so it goes. Recent history is rife with these cases. And so just as Big Data
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promises more purpose-driven foresight to bureaucrats, it also promises a kind of
infinite recollection. Call it the “never again, never forget” claim.19
Finally, as a side benefit to Big Data, we should not leave out verification. The
last bugbear of many bureaucratic structures and processes is not inconsistency, but
anonymity. All modern government service, activity and programming is premised first
on identifying, vetting and logging a client. From the most prosaic interaction to the
most intrusive, however, there is always the potential for friction, pushback, or credential
fatigue. The annoyance factor always looms, and when that dynamic creeps too high,
government structures can suddenly find themselves stumbling politically.
Witness the cyclical backlash at various times against systems managing social
welfare payments or claimant targets20, airport and border screening practices21,
scrutiny of passport and visa applications.22 Here again Big Data offers government
some relief, primarily by promising to render aspects of identity validation invisible, to
automate aspects of due diligence, to allow citizens the veneer of practical obscurity.
For any operation tied to a public satisfaction metric, which is most services these days,
rendering some of these mechanics more discrete can only be considered a selling
feature for government.
If data’s the answer, remind us of the question?
Big Brother no longer blares out of loudspeakers. Today Big Brother
barely beeps. – Ursula Franklin (1993)

To be fair, there are truly some stubborn and pernicious public policy issues
where Big Data techniques show real promise; these societal risks are pressing ones
and new technologies could affect real improvement. Public health authorities point to
better control of infectious disease23, energy utilities to gains in conservation24,
environmental scientists demonstrate more accurate climate models, urban planners
show new insight into traffic and transit patterns.25 These are each highly complex
systems, as variables within them are persistently intertwined, so that a better range of
sensors and sources can aide analysis. This is Big Data’s promise.
Given the massive spectrum of human intervention merged with natural
phenomena, using large datasets fed by remote sensors or networked information
streams, there are whole array of contexts where sophisticate analysis could be applied
quite free of controversy. Species conservation, infrastructure monitoring and
protection26, meteorological work, supply-chain management, transportation networks27,
agriculture, and waste management – each is an obvious, perennial concern of
government where citizens have high expectations and real benefits could follow from
improvements in data collection and analysis.
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Yet these regulatory areas of intervention, at least in Canada, do not seem to
have attracted major investment to date. Where Big Data has been targeted instead by
government is at people and their behaviours.28 Granted Statistics Canada, Revenue
Canada, and other agencies have been sophisticated data gathers for decades (for the
very reasons noted at the outset), but Big Data techniques arise from a new set of
largely automated tools and predictive techniques that set them apart.
These new analytics applications are so powerful because they draw in a myriad
of sources and data streams. They can incorporate feedback, errors and unpredictable
observations almost instantly. And they can produce sophisticated models to
extrapolate anomalies that may require intervention. Whether it has been to map
suspicious financial transactions, detect intrusion attempts of government systems, or
assess security risks of people coming to or leaving the country, it would be inaccurate
to say Canada has somehow overlooked use of Big Data in government. Rather, one
could note it has been adopted quite discretely, with little fanfare, with quite intentional
circumspection.29
Dilemmas from data
A world of informational transparency will necessarily be one of deliriously
multiple viewpoints, shot through with misinformation, disinformation,
conspiracy theories and a quotidian degree of madness. We may be able
to see what’s going on more quickly, but that doesn’t mean we’ll agree
about it any more readily. – William Gibson (2003)

Besides the securitization of data use, another obvious reality that confronts
organizations is that the amalgamation of ever-larger datasets, connected to everbroader networks and systems, has in point of fact created new risks both for state
interests and privacy.30 As organizations compile and combine more elaborate and
exhaustive repositories of personal information, open up network access to these files
for internal government applications and analysis, and make these data-sets “mission
critical” it should be objectively apparent (just by dint of their size) that they will become
probable targets of snooping, theft, hacking and/or surveillance.31 For even the most
technically-advanced and well-funded organizations in the world like multi-national tech
conglomerates or globalized intelligence agencies seem unable to foil persistent
attackers or detect terabytes of data being pulled off their networks.32
Yet even now, Big Data analytics is recursively suggested as the solution to the
very security problem its models helped create by leveraging over-collection. Agencies
amass new security data in the hope of better protecting the vast registers of
information they already store. More active monitoring becomes the solution as
government data losses deplete institutional reputation and community trust. Where
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exactly this vortex of circular logic will deliver us as citizens, or our countries and
institutions, remains to be seen.33 But nowhere in the data-points or trend-lines can one
detect either more meaningful security of the person or essential privacy.
Finally, there is the question of seeking the views of citizens themselves. To be
clear, there is no positive right to exert when it comes to many functions of government.
One cannot opt-out of passport requirements, tax returns, social insurance registries or
census instruments. Still, that single factor does not relieve public sector bodies of
other obligations. Assuming viable legal authorities even exist, any accountable
organization should demonstrate transparency before the capture, use, sharing and
storage of public information is redeployed through Big Data approaches. They should
have sought, heard and weighed input by those affected, whether one refers to social
licence, consent of the community, elected mandate or simply citizen input.34
Conclusion
Taking the wider social view, citizens of many developed states have historically
shown a resilient attachment to guarding aspects of their private lives, even in the face
of government or commercial practice. People – free ones in any case – will always
need and hopefully demand some measure of respect for their thoughts, individuality
and personhood. They will demand from governing authorities some essential
recognition of their rights. They’ll even exert agency of their own to protect themselves
and their data.35
But citizens should not feel so exposed to scrutiny that they feel the need to
cloak themselves from the state; on the issue of public trust, many would argue that
government institutions and commercial organizations both need to act more
responsibly. When it comes to technological data-gathering, one concern is that basic
rights have become – in an age of invisible networks and ubiquitous sensors – very
expensive to exert, or that privacy requires in effect self-isolation and active
disconnection to maintain.36
Returning to the promise of data, to conclude, clearly potential exists for better
analysis and benefits to society. As noted above, in many complex areas of public
policy, deeper understanding of phenomena is crucial. But this forensic, data-driven
capacity cannot be deployed without serious consideration – especially where the
objects of study are people and their futures are being shaped and nudged by the
insights gleaned. The deeper ripple effects - upon individuals, their freedoms and the
tenor of their communities and societies - as information accumulates and mirrors back
at us, also deserve a hard, critical look.
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Side-note: privacy as an ethical and legal threshold
Many experts and commentators have argued recently that the use of Big Data
approaches – especially in the security and intelligence context – requires strict legal
controls.37 Not constraints by administrative policies, not internal bureaucratic
mechanisms, not senior management sign-off, not retrospective evaluations. None of
those methods have demonstrated that agencies can police themselves or constrain the
threat of misuse.38 As in statute governing use of electronic surveillance by police in
Canada, what many argue is required instead are concrete barriers, plain prohibitions,
and serious penalties.39 Whatever one thinks of the severity of these “hard limits”, they
clearly show it possible to treat the inappropriate use and sharing of sensitive
information with serious legal consequences.40 So why have Big Data practices receive
no such attention?41
That privacy somehow ceased to be an important social value or legal right (call
it the “privacy is dead” argument) seems imprecise; taking Canada alone, in the period
noted above, official numerous Commissions of Inquiry investigated and documented
invasions and abuses by federal authorities.42 That the question somehow dissipated
from view as a political priority or matter of law is similarly inaccurate; through the 1980s
and 1990s, legislatures and courts deliberated over an unending string of cases,
breaches and controversies tied up with surveillance and privacy.43 From the 1970s
onward, it is worth noting, information-processing services and computer equipment
sales to public sector organizations rose dramatically in nearly every jurisdiction and
level of government across the developed world.44
At the same time, in the private sector, personal information itself was
transformed.45 Where already in the public domain, but not digitized, it became a
commodity for resale. Where private and individualized, it became a key data-point in
marketing and customer relations. In either case, taking that view of information-asasset tended to set privacy rights against a whole set of other market assumptions and
cast personal information as an “economic sink”, hurdle to “innovation”, barrier to trade,
and so forth.46
Still placing barriers between data sets, setting limitations on their use, fixing
ground rules for sharing, and ensuring individuals have some measure of access – all
figured into legal provisions passed in the 1970s and 1980s, precisely to constrain plans
to centralize and cross-reference personal data using computers.47 Glossing over the
constitutional status of privacy protection - to say nothing of its foundation as a human
right, personal ethic or its social value – tends to lead policy-makers to a reductive,
asset-based view of information that remains prevalent to this day.48
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